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Neil Lennon's time as Celtic manager has come to an end after four-and-a-
half years at the helm. The Northern Irishman leaves the club with a mixed
legacy, having overseen both great success and significant challenges
during his tenure.

In this article, we will take an in-depth look at Lennon's reign as Celtic
manager, assessing his successes and failures, and examining the impact
he has had on the club. We will also consider what the future holds for both
Lennon and Celtic.

Successes

Lennon's Celtic reign began with a bang, as he led the club to a domestic
treble in his first season in charge (2019-20). This was followed by another
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treble in the 2020-21 season, making Lennon the first manager in Celtic's
history to win back-to-back trebles.

In addition to his domestic success, Lennon also led Celtic to the last 16 of
the Champions League in 2020-21, which was the club's best performance
in the competition in over a decade. He also reached the final of the Europa
League in 2020, but Celtic lost to Sevilla.

Challenges

Despite his successes, Lennon's reign was also marked by a number of
challenges. The 2021-22 season was particularly difficult, as Celtic finished
second in the Scottish Premiership and were eliminated from the
Champions League and Europa League at the qualifying stages.

Lennon also faced criticism for his handling of player recruitment and his
tactical decisions. Some fans felt that he was too reluctant to give young
players a chance, and that his team's performances were often too
cautious.

Impact

Lennon's impact on Celtic is undeniable. He won more trophies than any
other manager in the club's history, and he led the team to some of its
greatest successes in recent years.

However, Lennon's reign was also marked by some significant challenges.
The 2021-22 season was a major disappointment, and Lennon's handling
of player recruitment and tactical decisions was often criticized.



Neil Lennon's time as Celtic manager has come to an end. He leaves the
club with a mixed legacy, having overseen both great success and
significant challenges during his tenure.

It is too early to say what the future holds for both Lennon and Celtic.
However, it is clear that Lennon has left a lasting mark on the club, and he
will always be remembered as one of its most successful managers.
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